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Hello,
 
Gone are the days of the "one size fits all" advertising approach -
advertisers today are recognizing the importance of not only reaching mass
audiences, but also the value in influencing consumers individually. And
with hyper-sophisticated mobile devices, (like iPhones, Androids and
Tablets with apps) that have access to free-of-charge mobile advertising
content or messages, add to the fact that they go with consumers wherever
they may be, and layer on top of that mobile commerce - and it's clear that
there has been a seismic shift in the way consumers receive ads, access
information and even purchase products today. 
Vanessa
 
Getting Mobilized - Mobile Continues to Evolve, Are You Keeping Up?
Through their mobile devices, consumers can now browse for information
that is personalized to their needs, research and price-comparison shop for
products that they are interested in, and even facilitate the transaction of
purchasing that product on the spot. But in the midst of all this mobile
activity, it seems that advertisers and retailers are lagging when it comes to
being "mobilized". The question is, are they keeping up? It seems that
businesses have struggled to find compelling new ways to call consumers to
action, standing out from the crowds and influencing them to pay attention
to their brand above others...Until now. 
 
Combined with digital signage, iSIGN's newest mobile advertising technology
enhances the shopping experience for consumers and creates an engaging
conversation between businesses, marketersandtheir audiences. And while
consumers embrace these mobile advertising messages, promotional offers,
daily deals and redeemable coupons, advertisers are provided with the kind
of vital feedback they crave to craft the most accurate and focused picture of
consumers yet. Taking this one step further, the more consumers respond
and accept offers or messages, the "smarter" iSIGN's technology becomes.
  
Reaching Consumers Here, There...Everywhere? 
Replacing standstill billboards and printed advertisements such as paper
promotional offers, and thanks in part toa recent partnership with Telus,
iSIGN's newest solution is "portable"....and located right in the palms of
consumers' hands, connecting with them even when they are on the go or in
transit. Motivating purchasing decisionsbeyondjust point of sale or wait
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locations and inspiring brand interest even where internet connections may
not be available and at virtually anytime, anywhere, iSIGN can serve up
mobile messaging and ads to consumers on the go. Nowthat'san impact!   
 
Making Mobile Connections Across Canada 
Builiding upon advertising impact, we also recently completed the Canada-
wide installation of our mobile messaging solution within Mac's/Couche-
Tarde stores on March 15th, spanning over 1,400 locations to date. Now fully
operational, our IMS solution will gather real-time shopper audience metrics
and enable advertisers to gather instant information on shopper preferences
and behavior, all while delivering measurable redemption rates to generate
ROI at significantly less than the cost of traditional advertising methods. 
 
iSIGN was also recently announced the winner of theDSA Industry Excellence
Awards for Best Retail Deployment - Mobile by the Digitial Screen Media
Associations', our third major award over the last three years. We are also
pleased to let you know that next week we will be exhibiting atad:tech in San
Francisco, from April 3-4 within the Mobile Marketing Zone.
 
I am also pleased to share with you some recent articles discussing our
newest technology and advertising solutions, including a feature article inThe
Financial Postdiscussing our new mobile advertising solution launched in
Mac's and Couche-Tard convenience stores entitled, "Mobile Ad Network
Sending Good Vibes" as well as "Retail Chain Mac's Mixes Mobile Media with
Marketing" featured inThe Calgary Herald and "iSIGN Media Completes
Chainwide Installations at Mac's, Couche-Tard" in CS News: Retail
Technology.
As always, if you have any questions about the contents of this month's
newsletter or would like to discuss our latest solutions in the mobile
advertising sector, please feel free to contact me at alex@isignmedia.com.  
Regards,
Alex Romanov, CEO
iSIGN Media
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iSIGN Media Announces an
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Read the release here.  
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Read the release here.   

iSIGN Releases Newest
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Whitepaper   

iSIGN's latest whitepaper,
Consumer Data Collecting:
Measurements and
Analytics in the Digital
World, examines tips and
principles for brands and
advertisers to stay ahead of
the curve in this rapidly
evolving digital world.
Download it today for
insight on how consumer
data & metrics effects your
brands visibility, it's ability
to reach larger audiences
with timely and relevant
content and concise
measurement of advertise
spend. 
 
The whitepaper explores
the benefits that new
consumer data collection
and analysis practices have
to offer, including:    
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network will have on advertising, helping businesses collect real-time
information on shopper preferences and behaviour. Read it here.

iSIGN Media's latest mobile marketing installations across Canada engages
consumers, delivers content directly to their mobile phones and also
gather's business intelligence as well, read the story as featured in Calgary
Herald. Read it here.

CSNews: Retail Technology announces iSIGN Media's completion of its
Canada- wide installation of its interactive marketing solution. Read it here.

iSIGN Media attended this years Digital Signage Expo (DSE) in Las Vegas, and
Rave Publications interviewed Alex Romanov to discuss the company's
latest initiatives in interactive mobile marketing and digital signage. Read it
here.

iSIGN Media Launch Mobile Advertising Network in
Mac's Convenience Inc. and Couche-Tard Inc. Chain

On March 15, 2012 iSIGN Media's mobile broadcast network was completed
within Mac's/Couche-Tard

Why Privacy
conscious solutions
can provide safe and
effective consumer
data collection  
How advertsiers can
use technology to
track campaign
viewership and
measure audience
response rates 
New data collection
processes that
measure consumer
wants, needs and
habits allowing
advertisers to
customize content
based on these
findings. 

Download iSIGN's Data &
Metrics Whitepaper here.

Contact iSIGN

For more information about
iSIGN Media, please
visit www.isignmedia.com
or reach us via email at
info@isignmedia.com.
 
iSIGN Media Corp - Toronto
30 Via Renzo Drive
Richmond Hill , ON L4S 0B8
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iSIGN is happy to announce the completion of its new mobile technology
as it has been installed in over 1,400 stores across the country (including
throughout Ontario, British Columbia and Quebec).

Connecting with consumers and potential customers passing by the retail
location, the interactive technology can "talk" to anyone through their
mobile device when within a 300-foot radius of Mac's/Couche-Tard stores.

Consumers will receive a message that will pop up on their device,
prompting the viewers permission to deliver an ad - usually a coupon or
special offer that is customized to them based on their previous purchase
history giving consumers what they have asked for.

We invite you to check out this new technology at a Mac's/Couche-Tard
location nearest to you and share in this exciting milestone! 
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